On the effect of electron correlation on the static second hyperpolarizability of π conjugated oligomer chains.
In this article, we report on the ab initio calculation of the static longitudinal second hyperpolarizability (γ) of π conjugated unsaturated oligomer chains using polyacetylene and polyyne as model compounds. The common observation is that the electron correlation enhances γ in these systems. The present study reveals that for extended chain lengths the opposite appears to be true: Electron correlation may have a damping effect on this property. For double-zeta basis sets, a negative contribution from electron correlation to γ is found within the range of chain lengths investigated. For triple-zeta basis sets, the same behavior must be anticipated at larger chain lengths based on extrapolation schemes. The analysis of the excitation energies and transition moments shows that transition moments between excited states as predicted by the Hartree-Fock and coupled cluster methods have a different response to chain length extension. There also are indications that higher order correlation effects will enhance γ.